“You hold the whole world in your hand”

Cell phones and discernment in Amish churches
Steven M. Nolt

“I

don’t have a cell phone. I really don’t want any part of it, for
myself or my family.” The forty-something Amish man who passed
this judgment on mobile telephony was no Luddite. He’s a patentholding inventor and successful entrepreneur who operates a
manufacturing shop with state-of-the-art machining equipment.
Nevertheless, his otherwise soft-spoken demeanor gives way to
passionate concern about the perils posed by cell phones, especially smart phones or any phones that
Amish dissent from
include data plans and Internet access.1
the mechanical
Someone else in his position would be
mainstream is not an
hard pressed to imagine life without a mobile
all-or-nothing
phone. Indeed, more than 90 percent of
proposition. It
residents of the United States—and virtually
reflects complex
all adults his age and younger—have cell
patterns of discernphones, and last year 67 percent of them told
ment that have
Pew Center researchers that they “find themproduced neither a
selves checking their phone for messages . . .
flight from technoleven when they don’t notice their phone
ogy nor an uncritiringing or vibrating.”2
cal equation of new
The fact that an Amish man would keep
and improved.
at arm’s length a device the rest of the world3
regards as indispensable may strike observers as unsurprising since
popular media portray the Amish as shunning all technology. But
as the example of the technologically sophisticated entrepreneur
suggests, Amish dissent from the mechanical mainstream is not a
straightforward all-or-nothing proposition. Instead, it reflects
complex patterns of discernment that have produced neither a
flight from technology nor an uncritical equation of new and
improved.4 In recent years, cell phones have received a great deal
of discussion in Amish circles, and they offer a lively example of
contemporary discernment among these old order Christians.
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We should note that it is hazardous to generalize about “the”
Amish. More than 300,000 horse-and-buggy-driving Amish live
across thirty-one US states and in eastern Canada, and their
nearly 2,200 church districts (congregations) vary somewhat in
their practices.5 Nevertheless, several deep assumptions center
Amish thinking when it comes to adopting, adapting, or rejecting
technologies, including cell phones.
“We are more bound to human limits”
A recent advertisement for a phone data plan captured mainstream society’s prevailing sentiments with its pitch line: “I need
to upload all of it. I need—no, I have the right to be unlimited!”6
In contrast, Amish faith accepts human limitation as an expression of humility and as essential to being a follower of Jesus, who
exemplified a spirit of self-limiting submission and obedience.
Amish people believe that giving up self to God, to the church,
and to others is a mark of Christian faithfulness.7 Limits on technology both reflect and nurture this understanding. Asked why his
church sees motorized transportation as
A broad acceptance
problematic, an Amish bishop replied, “We
of human limitation
are more bound to human limits. Man was
means that Amish
not designed to work twenty-four hours a day.
people are less
When the horse gets tired, you have to stop.
concerned with
You can’t go all day like [you can] with a car
maximizing effior a tractor.”8
ciency and producA broad acceptance of limits means that
tivity—the metrics
Amish people are less concerned with maxiwith which most
mizing efficiency and productivity—the
modern folks
metrics with which most modern folks meameasure a
sure a technology’s value. Instead, they focus
technology’s value.
on a technology’s social ethic. “The use of the
Instead, they focus
automobile is hardly wrong in itself,” one
on a technology’s
publication explains, “but the free use of it
social ethic.
will certainly lead us where we don’t want to
go. The social effect on the American family has been profound,
with members heading off in all directions and leading essentially
separate lives.”9 Similarly, public utility electricity is problematic
not because electricity itself is wrong, but because, as an unlimited power source, its presence in every room of a house an28
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nounces that the homeowner is ready to plug in anything and that
a decision to embrace new devices is a foregone conclusion.10
Instead, as a consumer community the Amish believe that moral
discernment comes first and that power arrangements—batteries
for clocks, naphtha gas for lamps, propane for refrigerators, and so
on—can follow later for those things deemed worthwhile.
There are few technologies that all Amish consider categorically out of bounds.11 Instead, Amish churches generally focus on
how to limit what they see as the primary peril posed by technology: its ability to make individuals self-reliant and independent.
To curb this tendency, Amish frequently draw a distinction
between access and ownership. A store owner might lease a
building with electric lights but not install such lighting in her
own home, or a man might hire a non-Amish driver to take him
somewhere in a car. By foregoing ownership, they give up control
and are indebted to another. Rather than
There are few
being a kind of technological hypocrisy, the
technologies that all
use/ownership distinction reveals a deeply
Amish consider
consistent concern to limit individual aucategorically out of
tonomy. 12
bounds. Instead,
Finally, their assumptions about technolAmish churches
ogy
are revealed in the way the Amish deploy
generally focus on
technology across the social landscape.
how to limit what
Amish schools are the most technologically
they see as the
restricted realms. A clock, heating stove, and
primary peril posed
hand pump for water are all the technology
by technology: its
most schools have. Amish schools isolate
ability to make
children from technology and convey the
individuals selfmessage that advanced technology is not
reliant and indepenimportant. Homes are less restricted than
dent.
schools but are still devoid of most of the
consumer technologies North Americans take for granted, because the home is the center of family life and a key environment
in which children are being formed.13 The fact that Amish homes
are also the sites of Sunday worship, weddings, and funerals also
makes them inappropriate places for the intrusion and noise that
emanate from radios, computers, air conditioners, and the like.
The farther one moves away from the home—out into the barn, a
shop, or a distant construction site, the looser the restrictions on
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technology become. For example, a church that prohibits a
woodworker from using power tools in his home-based shop might
allow a contractor to use a wider array of equipment when building houses for outsiders.
Amish-style discernment
The locus of technology discernment in Amish life is usually the
local church district, an ecclesial body comprising roughly sixteen
to twenty households, with plural leadership that typically includes a bishop, two associate ministers, and a deacon. Bishops
cannot make decisions for the church, but they can affect the
pace of change.14
In a formal sense, each church district takes up such questions
twice a year when, prior to their district’s semiannual communion
service, members review the district’s Ordnung (church order),
which, among other things, includes agreed-on parameters for
using, owning, and deploying technology.15 The actual process of
discernment in Amish churches is less formal. It involves informal
discussion, sensitivity to tradition, an eye to the opinions of
neighboring church districts, and a dose of everyday practicality.
The burden of proof is always on change, but since the formal
discussion of church order that precedes communion usually
centers on reaffirming longstanding custom, there is considerable
scope for tinkering in areas that have little or no body of accompanying tradition, and for finessing distinctions within old rubrics.
For example, a district might reaffirm a taboo on in-home telephones without being specific about just how far from the home a
community phone must be located (the end of the lane? in a shop
by the house?). The result is a good deal of dynamic experimentation that might result in gradual acceptance, or in which individuals who push the boundaries for several months or years may
eventually be called on to pull back their practices.
What about cell phones?
Economic concerns are implicit in many of the examples above.
Even if Amish businessmen and businesswomen are not driven to
maximize efficiency and productivity, neither are they entirely
unconcerned about such matters. In recent years a growing
number of Amish businesspeople argued that phones were becom30
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ing essential to their livelihood, especially during and after the
2009 recession, when competition for customer service shot up.
They also contended that cell phones were simply a variation on a
longstanding Amish tradition (in most places) of business
landlines.
Telephone technology has had a checkered Amish history. For
example, in the early 1900s Amish households in Lancaster
County, Pennsylvania, installed home telephones, but then
collectively disconnected their service in 1910 after a series of
conflicts arose that were rooted in gossip spread over the lines.16
Telephones, the church decided, decontextuAmish households in
alize communication by shutting out a host of
Lancaster County
nonverbal cues, dress, body language, and
had installed home
silence that came through face-to-face contelephones, but then
versations. Still, it seemed obvious that
collectively disconphone access could be useful in some cases, so
nected their service
families joined together to put up community
in 1910 after a
phone booths at the end of farm lanes or on
series of conflicts
fence rows, to be shared by multiple housearose that were
holds. In time, businesspeople moved their
rooted in gossip
phones closer to their shops, although many
spread over the
still lived with limitations their non-Amish
lines.
competitors would never countenance.17 For
example, some Amish retail advertisements inform customers of
“Best time to call, 6:30–7:00 a.m.,” since that is when the owner
stands by an outdoor phone; otherwise a caller would get an
answering service.18
In the early 1990s Amish building contractors began flirting
with cell phones. Constructing new homes in developments that
did not yet have landline utilities in place, carpenters turned to
cell phones, which were emerging as an economically practical
option. One Amish man explained this gradual pattern of acceptance with a metaphor from the world of software: landline
phones under certain circumstances had been deemed okay, “and
so cell phones kind of became ‘okay 2.0.’ ”19
Had cell phones remained simply mobile versions of traditional
telephony, they likely would have seen gradually greater acceptance across much of the Amish world.20 But what happened was
that cell phones moved into new technological territory, with
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texting and camera capabilities, and then, especially after 2007,
with fast and reliable Internet access. These features changed the
nature of the debate in many Amish communities. There had long
been rumblings of dissent from those who saw cell phones breaking down the traditional home/work dichotomy because, as
mobile devices, they were easily brought into the house in the
evening and not turned off. The addition of the Internet, however, rather than making cell phones a more appealingly efficient
technology, caused alarm. The Internet was an established taboo
because of its general worldliness and its association with television, cinema, and video games, and now it seemed to have found
a backdoor into the home.
Cell phone supporters argued that the devices were business
tools, they were used away from the home, and they could be
shared by several subcontractors on a single site—all features of
traditional parameters for landlines. Critics—including some
businesspeople, such as the entrepreneur in
Doubling down on
our introduction—insisted that these characwhat he saw as the
teristics were surface similarities and that
central spiritual
Internet connectivity qualitatively changed
problem raised by
the discussion.
cell phones, an
One window into the current conversation
Amish businessman
comes from a 2014 presentation to a group of
identified the
teens and young adults in the Lancaster,
fundamentally
Pennsylvania, Amish settlement. Parents
private and isolating
there knew that many of the young people
nature of the
had cell phones—in fact, so did a good
Internet as accessed
number of the parents.21 The parents asked
through a personal
an Amish businessman who had once used a
device.
cell phone for work, but then gave it up, to
speak to the hazards of Internet-connected phones. Although he
began by saying that “I’m not here to take sides,” he listed a host
of phone-inflamed problems from “the immoral chatter of social
media” to easily accessible Internet pornography.22 Conceding
that “there is nothing on the Internet that has not been with
humans for thousands of years,” he asserted that “the difference
here today is that the cell phone and the Internet brings all this
together in one little device. You hold the whole world in your
hand and you can put it in your pocket.” Given human nature,
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that convenience “makes the development of compulsive behaviors and bad habits so, so very much easier and so much more
likely,” especially with features that promote anonymity.
Doubling down on what he saw as the central spiritual problem
raised by cell phones, he identified the fundamentally private and
isolating nature of the Internet as accessed through a personal
device. “It would be easy now to just say to you ‘Keep the Lord in
your heart and make good choices and all will be well.’ But the
issue goes deeper.” Drawing on basic Amish anthropology and
ecclesiology, he explained that individuals are unable to make
consistently good choices on their own. That’s why collective
discernment is a spiritual necessity, and that is why the Internetconnected cell phone is so problematic: the technology dismantles discernment by privatizing choices and rendering them
invisible.
One of the marks of America is its individualism. . . . Yet
the Bible was written to communities about communities.
It was meant to be lived and expressed as a people not a
person. According to scripture each individual has
something vital for the whole community. It is one of the
oldest schemes of . . . Satan to isolate people [because] he
knows that isolation will cut us off from the wisdom that
multiple perspectives bring.
Given Amish understanding of high-context community, the
World Wide Web was not a place of connection but a source of
atomization. 23
Technology to the rescue?
Discerning cell phone use is by no means resolved in most Amish
circles. Connoisseurs of irony may appreciate that, in some
quarters, new technology has helped resolve the cell phone
quandary. In recent months on visits to places in Illinois, Indiana,
and Pennsylvania, I have encountered church districts that have
decided to accept wireless phone technology, commonly known
as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). Those who had cell
phones—and there were some in each place—have gotten rid of
them and instead obtained a VoIP box offered by a company such
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as Verizon or AT&T, which carries phone calls over the airways
to an otherwise old-fashioned cordless telephone. Like a cell
phone, a home wireless phone is mobile: the black box receiver
can be hooked up to a battery (instead of plugged into the wall)
and transported with a landline-type phone to a job site or from
desk to desk in a small business. Unlike a cell phone, however,
VoIP does not allow texting, video, or data plans.24
The VoIP option illustrates one outcome of Amish technological discernment: it is a collective decision that required some
people to give up their cell phones while conceding that conventional phones might more easily slip into homes, though the VoIP
boxes and cordless phones are much larger than cell phones, less
able to be hidden, and thus less private. Significantly, this outcome also separated cultural conversations about telephones from
those about the Internet and insisted that each technology needed
to be weighed on its own merits. The fact that a cellular technology (VoIP) offered a way forward does not
The Amish cell
bother the Amish, because their goal was not
phone discussion is a
technological “purity” but rather a particular
reminder that even
expression of community.
in a church commuFor those of us who live in much more
nity primed to be
individually
oriented contexts, the Amish cell
skeptical of
phone discussion is a reminder that even in a
technology’s claims,
church community primed to be skeptical of
discerning technoltechnology’s claims, discerning technology is
ogy is still necesstill necessary, ongoing, and not easily resary, ongoing, and
solved. Satisfying outcomes emerge from
not easily resolved.
deep accountability in a fairly local context,
managed by informal discussion alongside a keen awareness that
even small, local decisions ripple outward and across time with
consequences that finite humans cannot imagine. The result
becomes: Go slow, think about others, and check with the
church. Here, as in so many areas of life, the values of humility
and the acceptance of limits may be among the most profound
aspects of Amish witness.
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In effect, a bishop manages the agenda of district’s members meetings and therefore
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ask Karen Johnson-Weiner, professor of anthropology, State University of New York
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Another dynamic in discussions of technology is the fact that, as an Anabaptist
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As a result, in some Amish communities, teens possess things that are not allowed for
their parents. Upon baptism, teens are to give up these things, but the influence of the
Internet during impressionable adolescent years has been a source of concern for
parents in those communities where significant deviance from church Ordnung on the
part of unbaptized teens is tolerated. See discussion in the second edition of
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Hopkins University Press, 2014).
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In a conversation not focused on cell phones, an Amish person who used the
Internet extensively when working for a non-Amish employer offered this critique:
“People talk about the Internet being a democratic force, but that’s baloney. It’s
anarchy. In a democracy, people get together to decide how to live together. In an
anarchy, it’s every man for himself, and that’s the Internet”; interview, B. S. R.,
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A somewhat similar outcome has jelled in some Amish communities where opposition to the Internet remains strong but the practical desire for business computing
(word processing, spreadsheets, tax preparation programs, payroll software, and the
like) is strong. There is at least one Amish-owned IT company building computers
(Intel i7 processors, one terabyte hard drive, etc.) that have a DSL line for e-mail but
no Internet, audio, or video capability. Amish clients run the computers with batteries
charged via solar or diesel generation, or with public utility electricity if they are leasing
in a non-Amish industrial park. In some progressive pockets of the Amish world,
businesses have signed up for Internet service along with a third-party accountability
system and filtering software that sharply limits the Internet to uses such as scheduling
shipping or checking a supplier’s Web page.
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